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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the semilinear control equation 
~+Ar=F(v(r))+(so)(r), O<t<T, 
(1.1 1 
y(0) = 0. 
Let X and V be Hilbert spaces and the state function y(t), 0 < t < T, takes 
values in X and the control function u is given in L2(0, T: V). Assume that 
the bounded linear operator -A generates a C,-semigroup S(t) on X and 
B is a bounded linear mapping from L2(0, T: V) to L2(0, T: X) and F is a 
Lipschitz continuous function on X. When F=O, the system is called the 
corresponding linear control system. The purpose of this paper is to find a 
sufficient condition for the approximate controllability of system ( 1.1). 
For linear control systems, the controllability problems have been 
studied by many authors in various cases and the conditions equivalent to 
exact, or approximate, controllability have been obtained (cf. [2,4,9]). 
On the other hand, as for semilinear control systems, the problems are 
complicated and some strict assumptions are required. There are two cases: 
in the first case the reachable sets are limited, or controllability is con- 
sidered in a restricted narrow state space (cf. [8, 91). In the second case the 
controllability problems are treated in a whole or dense state space by 
limiting system parameters, the control time T, the Lipschitz constant of F, 
and so on. For instance, H. X. Zhou [l l] obtained the approximate 
controllability of system (1.1) under the hypothesis which contains the two 
mixed conditions, the approximate contollability of the corresponding 
linear control system and an inequality condition for the range of the 
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control operator B. In this paper we separate these two conditions and 
definitely show the relation of the system parameters in this inequality 
condition. 
In a previous paper [6] we proved approximate controllability in a 
simple case, without the inequality condition, where the nonlinear term F 
was uniformly bounded. Here our inequality condition contains the 
following parameters: K> 0; Lipschitz constant of the function F, T> 0; 
the control time, M> 1; the bound of the semigroup s(t), \lP\\ > I; and the 
norm of the projective type operator P which is introduced by estimating 
the control efficiency of the operator B. From this inequality condition, for 
instance, we find that the approximate controllability of this system is 
guaranteed if the product K x T has a sufficiently small value. 
Our plan for this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we prepare definitions 
and notations to treat the controllability problems in a function space. In 
Section 3 we introduce the inequality condition and show the approximate 
controllability of system (1.1) by using the degree theory in the function 
space introduced in Section 2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we prepare some notations and lemmas. The norm of the 
space L’(O, T: X) or L2(0, T: V) is denoted by 11 11 and for the other spaces 
we use II IL II II y1 and so on. We assume the following hypotheses. 
(A) The operator -A generates a C,-semigroup S(t) on X. 
(Fl) The nonlinear function F on X is Lipschitz continuous; there exists 
a constant K > 0 such that 
IIF(F(x,)ll.~Kllx,-x2ll. for x1, X~E X. 
(Bl) B is a bounded linear operator from L’(0, T: V) to L’(0, T: X). 
Under the above hypotheses it is well known that for each 
u E L’(O, T: X) there exists a unique mild solution ~(t: u) E C(0, T: X) which 
satisfies 
y(r:u)=jOrS(r-s){F(y(s:u))+u(s)}ds, O<t<T (2.1) 
(see C71). 
So we can detine a solution mapping W from L*(O, T: X) to C(0, T: X) 
by ( Wu)(t) =,y(r: u); then we assume 
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(W) the solution mapping W is compact. 
Remark. Assuming the compactness or the analyticity of the semigroup 
s(t), we can show the compactness of W (cf. [5]). Recently Seidman (10) 
showed the various conditions for the compactness of the solution 
mapping. 
We introduce some definitions and notations. Let K,(F) be the reachable 
set of system (1.1) at time T from the zero state, that is, 
K,(F)= {y(T: Bu): v~L’(0, T: I’)), 
where y( 1: Bv) is a mild solution which satisfies (2.1) with u = Bu. If the 
reachable set is dense in X, we say that the system (1.1) is approximate 
controllable. Similarly, we can define the reachable set KT(0) and the 
approximate controllability of the corresponding linear system. 
We define the linear operator 3 from L’(O, T: X) to X by 
3p=!*TS(T-S)p(.s)ds for p E L2(0, T: A’). 
0 
We denote the kernel of the operator 3 by N, which is a closed subspace in 
L’(0, T: X), and its orthogonal space in L2(0, T: X) by N’. Denote the 
projection with the range NI by G, the range of the operator B by X,, and 
its closure by x,. 
We need an additional hypothesis for the operator B. 
(B2) For each p in L2(0, T: X) there exists a function q in R, such that 
3p = Sq. 
Remark. Hypothesis (B2) implies the approximate controllability of 
the corresponding linear system (Lemma 4). On the other hand the 
approximate controllability means that for every E > 0 and every <E X, 
there exists u E I/ such that 
that is, L2(0, T: X) =X,+ N. From (B2) we also have L*(O, T: X) = 
R,+N. 
Next we define the mapping P from N’ to x, as follows: Let u, E NL 
and define PM, as the unique minimum norm element uX in {u, + N 1 n 
xg, that is, 
IIPu,II = I1u.J =min(llull: UE {u,+ N} nxx,:. 
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From Hypothesis (B2) it follows that for each U, in N’ 
Thus the operator P is well defined and also we know that P is continous 
and linear (cf. (6)). If Nl c xB, P becomes an identical mapping; llP[l = 1. 
It is easily seen that if X, approaches N in some sense, the value llP[l will 
increase. Since the subspace N consists of the components which cannot 
cause any effective change from an initial state, P may be considered an 
operator which describes some efficiency of the control operator B. 
By using the solution mapping W and the function F we can define the 
nonlinear operator 9 on L’(O, T: X) by 
CPU)(~) = F( Wu(t)), 24 E L2(0, T: X). 
Obviously, it follows from Hypotheses (W) and (Fl) that 9 is Lipschitz 
continuous and compact. Furthermore, we can define an operator @ on 
NL by 
By the previous argument we easily obtain the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Under Hypotheses (A), (Bl), (B2), (W), and (Fl) the 
nonlinear operator g on N’ is compact. 
3. APPROXIMATE CONTROLLABILITY 
First we show the approximate controllability of the corresponding 
linear control system. 
LEMMA 2. Under Hypotheses (A), (Bl ), and (B2) we have 
KT(0) = x. 
Proof Let 5 E D(A); then there exists a function PE C’(0, T: X) such 
that 
t=jO?S(t-s)p(s)ds; 
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for instance, put p(s) = (5 +sA<)/T. From (B2), there exists a function 
UEL*(O, T: V) such that 
<=jbiS(T-s)p(s)ds=JTS(T-s)Bu(s)ds. 
The density of the domain D(A) in X implies the approximate 
controllability of the corresponding linear system. 
For the sake of simplicity we consider the case 
(F2) F(0) = 0. 
We assume the following inequality condition. 
(E) 1 - KTM llPll exp(KTA4) > 0, where M is a positive constant; 
llS(t)ll < M, 0 < t 6 T. 
Remark. In the case F(0) #O the Condition (E) has a more 
complicated form which contains F(0) as one of the parameters. 
Our main result is 
THEOREM. Under Hypotheses (A), (Bl), (B2), (E), (Fl), (F2), and(W), 
we have 
KT( F) = X; 
that is, System ( 1.1) is approximately controllable. 
Proof: Let rf E KT(0); then there exists a control function t) in 
L*(O, T: V) such that 
q= T j S(T-s)Bo(s) ds. 0 
Put z = Bu and Z = Gz. Take a constant R > 0 such that 
where L = ( 1 - KTM IlPll exp(KTM)) -’ and L > 1 from Hypothesis (E). 
We apply the degree theorem on the ball OR= {TENI: lIZI\ CR}. 
On the subspace Nl, consider the equation 
~=a%,+ii,, 0<16 1. (3.1) 
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Since .ZE~,+, (3.1) has a solution in 19~ when 1=0. Let CA, 0,<1<1, be a 
solution of Eq. (3.1), then we have 
(3.2) 
On the other hand, from the hypotheses and (2.1) we have 
for u E L2(0, T: A’). From Gronwall’s inequality we obtain 
Ilv(t:~)llx~~,hll~ll expWTW, O<t<T. 
It follows that 
II A .: u)ll G MT II4 expWTW 
and also we have the estimate 
11~~11 = IIJ’(y(~: u))ll 6 KTM Ilull exp(KTM). 
Thus we have 
Il~f’ii,ll < KTM lIPI lliiill exp(KTM). 
From (3.2) it follows that 
11~~11 G 1141 L < R. 
Therefore, iin $ a@,, 0 < A< 1. By Lemma 1 and the degree theorem, there 
exists a solution ii E 0, which satisfies the equation 
z=sii+a (3.3) 
Since the operator P takes values in XB, it follows that for every E > 0 
there exsts a control function V, such that 
where &o = (M fi exp(KMT)} -’ E. Note that for every j? E IV1 and 
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PE L’(O, T: X), SPfi = sjj, and SGp = 3~. It follows that Eq. (3.3) is 
equivalent to 
joT s(t -s) z”(s) ds = jo’S(t -s){F(y(s: Pii)) + Pfi(s)} ds. 
Consider the mild solution y(t: Bv,) E C(0, T: X): 
(3.4 
y(r: Bu,) = j'S(t-s)(F(y(s: Bu,)) + (h,)(s)) ds. 
0 
(3.5 ) 
Therefore, by using Holder’s inequality and Hypothesis (F) we have 
I/y(r: w-y(t: Bu,)ll, 
d I : IIs(f - s)ll { IIF(v(s: Pfi)) - Qyb: ~oA)llx 
+ lIPfi(s) - Bu,b)llx) ds 
, 
<KM 5 11~4s: Pu)-~(3: Bue)llxl ’ dsi- M,,rTq,. o 
By using Gronwall’s inequality we have 
IIy(t: Pii)-y(t: BU,)llx<&. 
Thus for every E > 0 and V?E K,(O), there exists a control function 
u, E L*(O, T: V) such that 
Since KT(0) = X by Lemma 2, we can conclude that system (1.1) is 
approximateiy controllable. 
4. REMARKS 
The inequality Condition (E) shows some important information for the 
relation among the system parameters, T, K, M, and I/ PII. In our case we 
note that lIPI 3 1, Ma 1, and T, K take values (0, + co). In view of this 
inequality we can say that the control feasibility becomes large as )JPJJ, 
M + 1 and T, K --) 0. In particular, the value K x T is essential to satisfy 
(E); if K x T is sufficiently small, the controllability is guaranteed. 
For example, if the system describes a reaction diffusion model and its 
nonlinear term F is a reaction rate function (cf. [ 1, 3]), then the value of F 
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means the velocity of generating a chemical material and its Lipschitz con- 
stant means the accelerative rate of its reaction. In each reaction diffusion 
equation, an interesting control problem will be to examine this relation 
between the control time T and the accelerative effects of reaction terms. 
The other problems are related to the operator P and the semigroup 
s(t). It is well known that llP[l + 1 means the approximation to the state 
where the range XB contains the space N’- and also means that the N-com- 
ponent of Bv in L2(0, T: X) becomes zero, and then, the function Bu exerts 
the state change most efficiently, because its N-component has no effective 
contributions to the state change from the initial time 0 to the control time 
T. On the contrary, in the case where the range of B is almost contained in 
ZV, we know that control of the system is almost impossible. 
Generally, in the case without stability assumptions, we may assume 
IIS(t)ll < M’em’, o > 0, and M’ 2 1. Since M = M’eO’ takes a large value as 
time t becomes large, we can say that it is difficult to control the system 
state after a long interval from on initial time. On the contrary, it may be 
possible to control the state at a large time Tin the case where the system 
is assumed to satisfy certain stability conditions, for instance, o < 0. 
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